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A B S T R A C T

This paper examines the use of small sample sizes and replication in marketing experimentation, in-
cluding full factorials, fractional factorials, Latin squares and their derivatives such as conjoint analysis.
It is well understood within agricultural research that the sample size used within these experiments
should be kept to a minimum if maximum reliability is to be achieved. This understanding, which un-
derlies the massive success of agricultural research in the last century, does not appear to have been
transferred to marketing. This article explains the logic behind this counterintuitive claim. It then dis-
cusses the links between the use of small sample size and replication in experimental research. It concludes
that the current very low level of replication in marketing can be related to a very basic mismatch between
academic marketing’s theoretical expectations of replication outcomes and the degree to which these
expectations can be meaningfully achieved by replication within any living environment.

© 2017 Australian and New Zealand Marketing Academy. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

This article examines the apparently counter-intuitive claim that
smaller sample sizes give more accurate results when combined with
certain experimental techniques that are very popular in academ-
ic marketing.

The advantages of a small sample size are well understood in
agricultural science, where these techniques originated, and this
realisation forms a basic tenet of agricultural science research
method. The article uses agricultural research situations to dem-
onstrate why this tenet is both valid and important. It also
demonstrates how the philosophy, assumptions and methodolo-
gies that underlie this tenet also lead to a greater requirement for
replication as a routine part of hypothesis testing, both within in-
dividual research exercises (intra-research replication) and between
them as part of subsequent published discourse (inter research
replication).

There appears to be no significant understanding of this crucial
methodological tenet within the academic marketing literature,
which displays no recognition of the advantages of small sample
sizes, but does display a recognised deficiency in its rate of repli-
cation (Easley and Madden, 2013; Easley et al., 2000). The means

by which small sample size tenet can then be effectively applied
to marketing research are therefore demonstrated with a short the-
oretical discussion and a single worked example.

The article concludes with a discussion on the relationship
between the use of small sample sizes and the use of replication
in research. It is proposed that the widely reported lack of repli-
cation in research is significantly associated with a single underlying
epistemological cause: namely academic marketing’s general aver-
sion to the use of small samples, and to the related lack of a
widespread realisation as to why the research environment within
which the discipline operates makes it advantageous to use large
numbers of small sample intra and inter research replication ex-
ercises when using some of its most popular experimental
techniques.

Previous commentaries on replication in marketing have fo-
cussed upon the distinction between replication practice within
marketing as a ‘social’ science and replication within the ‘natural’
or ‘life’ sciences (Easley et al., 2013). Agricultural science and the
approaches that have led to its remarkable success over the last
eighty years have received little attention. This is unfortunate because
agricultural research is a ‘hybrid’ discipline with a strong commer-
cial and applied emphasis, which shares many similarities with both
the natural and marketing sciences. It has also historically been a
major technical donor to the social science research toolbox. The
pragmatic solutions that it has discovered and successfully applied
to its research processes as it continues to feed the World are highly
applicable to the research issues that marketing faces.
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2. Agricultural science’s contribution to marketing
experimental technique and method

Marketing utilises a variety of experimental designs that were
initially developed for use in agricultural research (Banks, 1965;
Brunk and Federer, 1953a, 1953b; Cox, 1964). These designs have
come to Marketing either directly by transfer (Latin square, frac-
tional factorial, full factorial) or by subsequent development of these
initial designs (conjoint analysis) (Hamlin, 1997, 2005). With one
or two caveats, the transfer has been a happy one (Hamlin, 2005).
However there are several important insights derived from their de-
velopment and widespread successful application within Agriculture
that do not seem to have been sufficiently widely disseminated
within the marketing research literature.

Exactly why these insights have failed to transfer between the
disciplines can only be a matter of historical conjecture. However,
the author’s own extensive experience as both a commercial/
academic agricultural researcher and an academic marketing
researcher may provide a possible cause. Agricultural researchers
tend to apply only a very small and stable suite of closely related
experimental techniques that have been formalised for a very long
time. The nature of the research environment means that they also
execute them at a very high volume and either apply or publish the
results very quickly (Gomez and Gomez, 1984; Sunding and
Zilberman, 2001). This creates a ‘density’ of experience within the
community that academic marketing, with its larger toolbox, greater
diversity and slower research cycle rate, simply cannot match.

As a consequence published and thus visible experimental ‘tech-
niques’ are supported by a much larger, unpublished, orally
transmitted, invisible, but nonetheless highly critical body of ex-
perimental ‘method’ within agricultural research. This detailed
experimental method is rarely written up for publication as it is bulky
and common inter-researcher expertise is assumed. It thus cannot
be easily referenced by an ‘outsider’, and therefore can only be trans-
mitted to another discipline by a significant transfer of personnel.
Thus its absence within academic marketing is understandable.

This article examines the nature and implications of just one of
these agricultural research method-derived insights: That it is a key
requirement of experimental reliability that results are derived from
individual samples that are as small as possible. Small size is achieved
by using an experimental pattern that has the highest efficiency with
regard to the individual treatment conditions that are required, and
by using the smallest possible sample size within each treatment
condition. The stability and generalisability of any conclusion is tested
by systematic replication of these small exercises. These replica-
tions are commonly both intra-study (to test stability) and inter-
study (to test generalisability) to the method and conclusions of any
one published report.

3. The economic and practical advantages of small sample size

High efficiency in an experimental design has the obvious at-
traction that a result can be obtained after a much lower expenditure
of time, money and other research resources. The same com-
ments can be made with regard to a small individual sample for each
treatment condition within any such design. A further benefit of both
of these features is that any experiment that possesses them may
be administered with a very much lower degree of disruption of
the environment in which it is undertaken.

This is important as much of the research work using agricul-
tural designs since their introduction to marketing in 1953 has been
administered in difficult to access field environments, such as retail
stores or supermarkets (Brunk and Federer, 1953a, 1953b; Cox, 1964;
Dodds et al., 1991; Kennedy, 1970; Montaguti et al., 2015; Orth and
Malkewitz, 2012; Rui and Meyers-Levy, 2009). Under such circum-
stances, where the co-operation of a commercial partner is required,

the efficiency of the experimental design may determine if consent
to conduct field research is granted at all.

4. The technical advantages of small sample size – Fisher’s
two principles

Beyond these advantages there is a much more subtle, yet highly
important benefit endowed by high efficiency. Nearly all the ex-
perimental designs sourced from agriculture are instruments of
parallel comparison, which rely on the controlled application com-
binations of the independent variables to equivalent experimental
units. The mean responses of these individual units are then com-
pared to the mean response of the entire experimental population,
or to a single nominated ‘control’ condition if a partially con-
founded (fractional factorial) design is being used. The main and
non-additive effects of the controlled independent variables are then
deduced algebraically from the deviations of individual condi-
tions from the population mean or a nominated control condition.
Simple statistical tests such as ANOVA are then used to test the sta-
bility of these algebraic manipulations.

The larger the experiment becomes in terms of the number and/
or size of the individual experimental units deployed, the harder
it becomes to either ensure or reasonably assume that these units
are all either internally homogeneous or equivalent to each other
for the purposes of these comparisons. The effects of the con-
trolled independent variables will be increasingly moderated by other
non-controlled variables that are unavoidably present within the
sample environment. As the sample environment increases in size,
the greater the chance becomes that effects of these non-controlled
external variables will not be uniform, either within or between in-
dividual samples.

The less certain the equivalence of the treatments is, then the
less reliable the results of the overall experiment will be. It is for
this reason that Sir Ronald A. Fisher, the initial developer of nearly
all these experimental designs and related statistical tests for ag-
ricultural purposes (Fisher, 1925, 1935), made the following direct
comment on experimental method in the form of two principles:

“… the problem of designing economical and effective field ex-
periments is reduced to two main principles (i) the division of
the experimental area into the plots as small as possible …; (ii)
the use of [experimental] arrangements which eliminate a
maximum fraction of soil heterogeneity, and yet provide a valid
estimate of residual errors.”

(Fisher, 1950, p. 510)

As Fisher does not do so, and because the issues relating to them
are easier to demonstrate in this way, it is necessary to elaborate
upon and demonstrate these two principles in their original agri-
cultural experimental method context before their significance for
marketing situations can be discussed. It is acknowledged within
agriculture that there is no such thing as an entirely homoge-
neous environment, outside of a hydroponic cell. While experiments
can be conducted within hydroponic cells, the conditions within
them are so far removed from the reality ‘in the ground’ that at-
tempts to extrapolate results from them into the more general
environment have to be treated with considerable caution. The sit-
uation is a close analogue to the lab experiments that are frequently
published in the marketing literature (Calder et al., 1981;
Koschate-Fischer and Schandelmeier, 2014).

As a consequence most agricultural field experiments are exactly
that; they occur in a field, and that field, even if it is an open flat
block in Kansas, will have a range of uncontrolled environmental
conditions existing within it (Fig. 1). The precise nature of these
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variations and their impact upon the experiment, individually and
in combination with one another, will not be fully known to the re-
searcher. Using the field environment shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 shows
why Fisher identified the principle (i) that individual plot sizes have
to be as small as possible. In both Fig. 2a and b we have a 3 × 3 Latin
square design with nine plots. The design is capable of handling three
independent variables. However, in Fig. 2a those plots are approx-
imately 10 × 10 meters, while in Fig. 2b they are approaching 80 × 80
meters.

The larger experiment confers some advantage in masking very
local variations in growth conditions, such as local parasites and ‘edge
effects’ (Langton, 1990), but the enlarged design incorporates both
the watercourse and the slope. In the smaller design, growing con-
ditions for all plots are broadly comparable, but the larger design
has plots in both extremely favourable and unfavourable loca-
tions. As the analysis of variance of the experiment is blind to these
uncontrolled variations, they will appear in the analysis of vari-
ance table for the larger design in the form of an increased error
estimate, an erroneous assignation of main effects for the three con-
trolled variables, or both. A ‘Type II’ error is a more likely outcome
of the apparently more imposing exercise shown in Fig. 2b than it
is for Fig. 2a.

Fisher’s second principle (ii) that the use of [experimental] ar-
rangements which eliminate a maximum fraction of soil
heterogeneity, and yet provide a valid estimate of residual errors,
can be explained using the same example environment. The Latin
square design in Fig. 2a is capable of identifying the nature and scale
of the main effects of three independent variables, but only in the
absence of non-additivity. If the researcher chooses to set up their
independent variables in a manner that makes non-additivity
between them a potential issue, then they may decide to use a larger
and more ‘powerful’ experimental design, such as a full factorial,
that can establish whether non-additivity is present or not.

However, this increase in size comes with a cost, as Fig. 2c shows.
Here we have the 3 × 3 Latin square expanded out to a 3 × 3 × 3 full
factorial with the same smaller plot size. The larger design, an-
chored on the same North West point, now extends into the dry
watercourse with 13 of its 27 plots subjected to its very different
growing conditions. Once again the design and the analysis of it are
blind to this new and potentially substantial uncontrolled input. The
more complex design and the randomised plot location within it
makes a systematic bias from this source less likely, but there is a
high probability of a Type II error with regard to either the main
effects or the interactions between them.

Old 
watercourse 
differing soil 
conditions 

Slopes
Impacts upon 
sun and 
drainage 

Prevailing 
wind
Impacted 
by slopes

N

100 meters

Commentary 
The watercourse soil will typically be freer draining, 
conferring an advantage in winter and a 
disadvantage in summer. This effect will interact 
with the prevailing wind, which will in turn interact 
with the slopes (relief), which in turn will have a 
largely independent affect due to differing levels of 
incident light.  These effects, both independently 
and in combination, will have a potentially major 
and temporally unstable differential effect on 
growth across the site.

Fig. 1. A typical agricultural field research environment.
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Fig. 2. The impact of larger design on sample homogeneity in a typical agricultural research experimental environment.
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5. Small sample sizes and replication

An obvious response to the argument for smaller experimental
sample populations is that it is as possible for a small experimen-
tal population to lie across a change in environment as a large one,
and this is certainly true (Fig. 3a). However, the chances of this hap-
pening are reduced if a smaller experimental population is used,
even if the location is random. If the locations are deliberately se-
lected by the researcher to minimise environmental variations within
the plots, then a smaller sample will increase the opportunities that
are available to achieve this within any particular environment.

In addition, the environmental map in Fig. 3a is a simplifica-
tion of reality which shows only gross discontinuities in the
environment. Between these specific discontinuities progressive
changes will still occur within each region (Fig. 3b), the impacts of
which will progressively impact upon the error within each exper-
iment as its size increases, leading to a progressive and unavoidable
chance of a type II error as the plot size increases.

This leads on to a second issue, that of external validity. There
are very obvious limitations to the external validity of any re-
search that draws its experimental population from a single
environmental condition when other environments to which any
conclusions might be applied have the potential to vary widely
beyond this state. As there is no trade-off between internal and ex-
ternal validity in any experimental situation (any reduction in
internal validity leads to a concomitant reduction in any external
validity), the answer to this is to aim for maximum internal valid-
ity for any individual experimental exercise by the use of small,
homogeneous samples, and to replicate the exercise in other en-
vironments as many times as is required to establish the extent to
which any generalisations may hold good, and to which the find-
ings may therefore logically be applied. Such an arrangement is
shown in Fig. 3c. The arrangement minimises within experimen-
tal variation, and would be achieved by careful survey prior to laying
out the sites.

The analysis of variance can be set up using the same data to
treat these three exercises as independent replications on three
tables, or as one table with either the replication as an indepen-
dent variable or with the replications as an integral replication factor.
However, many agricultural researchers, in commercial research situ-
ations at least, would treat the individual experiments as individual

replications with separate tables, and would analyse and examine
the individual outcomes ‘cognitively’ before applying any other
overarching statistical tests to them.

The outcome of the exercise in Fig. 3c may be that, within this
environment at least, the result is stable across all three exercises.
It may also be that each exercise returns a radically different result
in each location, in which case the conclusion may be that there
are main effects present, but that they are too environmentally labile
to be considered to represent a generalisable conclusion, and that
in future local experimentation would have to be conducted in order
to establish a local outcome, both in this environment and any-
where else.

That an outcome was observed in each exercise, but that it is
not generalisable across replications, is a valuable finding in itself,
and would be more useful than the ‘no observable main effects’ type
II error that would be the likely outcome of either of the two larger
experimental designs shown in Fig. 2b and c if they had been un-
dertaken in a similar location-labile research situation. For this
reason, full replication is routinely undertaken as an integral part
of any individually reported research exercise in agricultural science
(e.g. Jones et al., 2012), a situation that is rare in equivalent mar-
keting exercises, which have a tendency to report on a series of
different research exercises (e.g. Olson et al., 2016).

Clearly the array of environments and objectives that may be en-
countered by a scientist pursuing this type of research is virtually
infinite, and the laying out of sites to achieve the minimum within
experimental sample variation involves the consideration of such
a large number of potentially interacting environmental variables
that it becomes as much an art form as a procedure. It is an art form
that is transmitted within the discipline, and to this researcher, by
interpersonal verbal means, rather than by the written word.

This issue is illustrated in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a we have the layout in
Fig. 3c reproduced. The researcher has used their (informed!) judge-
ment to identify the three sites shown, and has set up an integrated
replication on each of them. It might seem better practice to
randomise these replications within a single design in order to avoid
any systematic bias in the replications, producing the designs shown
in Fig. 4b and c. If this approach is pursued, then the uncontrolled
environment related error produced by the additional replica-
tions will be randomised, but not eliminated, and will thus end as
a general error term. Given this outcome, the designs in Fig. 4b and c

a) Small plot size
lying across an
environmental  
discontinuity 

b) Impact of increasing 
experimental size when a 
graduated environmental 
change is present (three of 
nine cells in top left are 
affected)  

c) Replication of small 
sample experiments to 
achieve internal 
homogeneity in the 
presence of environmental 
variation.
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Fig. 3. Internal validity, external validity and replication.
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are equally uninformative. By contrast the systematic portion of the
variation generated by the replications in design in Fig. 4a will be
partitioned as the sum of squares for replications, thus keeping it
out of the error term and reducing the odds of a type II error.

If design in Fig. 4a has been used, a significant result for repli-
cations can also be studied by the researcher in order to come up
with some explanation for it in terms of the known or discovered
environmental variations between each self-contained replica-
tion. The cost of this is that the non-random nature of the design
in Fig. 4a has to be described and justified, as does any non-
statistical theoretical explanation of the outcomes of it. This might
make a researcher aiming for an academic publication think twice
about doing it. A commercial researcher, who has no such worries,
may well consider it a price worth paying for the additional infor-
mation and opportunity for discovery.

Perhaps in order to avoid the admission of the role of subjec-
tive judgement in experimental design and analysis, and in order
to make his recommendations as usefully applicable as possible,
Fisher restricted his comments on experimental method to the
two principles noted previously, which in turn may be reduced to
a single dictum: ‘Within the requirements of internal validity for any

individual research situation, then the smaller the sample can be made,
the better’.

6. Technical implications

The issue of selecting an optimal sample size can also be ex-
pressed as a trade-off within the analysis of variance table (Fig. 5).
Assuming all main effects are stable, then increasing the sample size
of an experiment can lead to an increase in its accuracy/power that
is statistically predictable via decreases in the mean squared error
term (MSE) that acts as the denominator for the ‘F’ ratio. This re-
duction in MSE is achieved either by decreasing the numerator, the
total sum squares for error (SSE), by increasing the stability of in-
dividual ‘cell’ observations by increasing the number of data points
per cell, or by increasing the denominator term, the numbers of
degrees of freedom (df) associated with the sum of squares for error,
by increasing the number of ‘cells’ in the experiment. This is a pre-
dictable relationship that is expressed by the dashed line in Fig. 5.
This relationship takes no account of extraneous environmental
variations within the sample.
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Fig. 4. Different approaches to replication.
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Fig. 5. The ‘optimal’ sample size for an instrument of parallel comparison.
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However as the size of an experiment relying on parallel com-
parison increases in size it becomes increasingly subject to external
sources of uncertainty due to the potential presence of unknown/
uncontrolled non-homogeneity in the experimental environment.
Unlike the potential sources of error associated with a smaller sample
size, the extent and nature of the distortions introduced by these
external factors of uncertainty cannot be statistically estimated or
related to any specific sample size. It is therefore a true uncertain-
ty rather than a statistically quantifiable risk and is thus (imperfectly)
presented as a shaded area in the graph in Fig. 5.

If the assumption that main effects are stable within the sample
is violated, and the experiment has been properly randomised, then
this variation also will express itself as an increase in the error term
as the sample size increases as a part of the same process, thus shift-
ing the shaded area to the left and an increase in the likelihood of
a Type II error. If the experiment has not been properly randomised
with its environment within each experimental exercise, then there
is the rather more unfortunate possibility that the same process will
generate a Type I error.

The fact that this second source of error is an unquantifiable un-
certainty, rather than a chance of error that may be estimated
statistically, means that researchers should ‘hug’ the right hand side
of the dashed error line in Fig. 5, and should make their experi-
ments as small as possible within the constraints of the relationships
that they are investigating. This is shown by the vertical line ‘X’ in
Fig. 5. In Fisher’s terms ‘X’ is the minimum point at which the re-
searcher can ‘provide a valid estimate of residual errors’. The sample
required to achieve ‘X’ may be minimised by either decreasing the
number of observations per cell to a minimum or by reducing the
number of cells required. This second requirement often provides
greater capacity for economy. It involves a ruthless examination of
the planned outcomes of an experiment, and the elimination of any
hypothesis test that increases the required sample size, but that is
not absolutely essential.

Adopting the most efficient experimental design that satisfies
the minimum research requirements allows the researcher to reduce
the required overall sample size, and thereby reduce the chance of
an uncertain distortion occurring due to a non-homogeneity within
the experimental environment. Such a smaller experiment may be
narrower and statistically less powerful, but at least it is predict-
ably so. Yielding to the temptation to use a larger sample size to
increase the breadth, power and perceived reliability of an exper-
iment risks the outcome illustrated by the line ‘Y’ in Fig. 5, where
an increased sample size, with its attendant costs, appears to reduce
the risk, but actually reduces the overall reliability of the outcome
relative to the smaller sample size ‘X’.

Agricultural researchers thus use small individual samples, not
to save money, but to increase reliability for the reasons stated above.
An approach demonstrated by Berzsenyi et al. (2000) (Fig. 6). As in
the last seventy years commercial agriculture has achieved the un-
likely feat of feeding the World in the face of a nearly five-fold
increase in its population, largely via a ‘green revolution’ that has
been informed by routine generation of scientific research results
based upon the small sample size and routine internal and exter-
nal replication tenets, this particular aspect of their approach to
experimental design and execution are to be respected by those who
seek to use similar designs within their own discipline.

7. Applying Fisher’s principles to marketing: the process

Two of the advantages of agricultural research situations are that
they are both simpler and extremely ‘visual’. Environmental ‘truths’
that are immediately self-evident when examining a field of corn
are not so when examining community of human beings. Samples
are also fully under the control of the researcher and thus are avail-
able for a prolonged period. As a consequence the agricultural

researcher can study an environment at their leisure before they
commit to sampling, and at least some of its more significant varia-
tions will become manifest as a result. Social scientists such as
marketers are not nearly so fortunate. The unit that they have to
contend with is not the field plot or a conveniently captive and con-
trolled group of animals, but a transient sample of humanity who
must be persuaded to participate in the research as a minor part
of their everyday lives that invariably lie completely beyond the
control of the researcher.

While this environment may make it harder for researchers to
immediately perceive the logic of Fisher’s principles, they still apply
to the social science situation to at least the same degree as they
do to agriculture. They can thus be used to improve the reliability
of marketing research if they are applied appropriately.

Fig. 7 takes the environment shown in Figs. 1 and 3b and di-
rectly reascribes social rather than agricultural variables to it. The
‘space’ in this example is not a specific geographic location, but an
equivalent human consumer recruitment situation. Some would de-
scribe this graphical portrayal of a group of humans as a gross
oversimplification, and they would be right to do so. There are many
more variables within this population, other than those shown here,
that might significantly influence both each other and any inde-
pendent variables that the researcher might choose to apply to the
sample represented by the square in Fig. 7.

It may well be impossible for a researcher to identify all of these
variables, when trying to create a homogeneous sample for an ex-
periment, and thus they face an issue of uncertainty rather than risk.
Such invisible uncertainty lies behind all the seemingly ‘concrete’
estimates of main effects and their statistical significance that are
the published output of research of this type in the academic mar-
keting literature. The degree to which it does so depends upon the
approach taken by the researcher.

Given this, the logical response is to conform to Fisher’s prin-
ciples and seek to recruit a sample that is as homogeneous as
possible with regard to as many variables as they can reasonably
achieve, and then to refine the experimental design with a view to
reducing the number of cells required for the experiment, and the
number of individuals contributing to each cell. The use of the small-
est sample possible reduces the probability that an uncontrolled
environmental variable within the smaller sample will impact sig-
nificantly upon the effects and interactions of the chosen
independent variables to its minimum value.

It does not, however, eliminate it. As a consequence this small
design is then replicated as many times as necessary to establish
that stability has been achieved, and that an adequately reliable result
for that particular environment can therefore be reported – or not,
as the case may be. Such a combined result should have a very
high degree of internal validity. If extension of the specific result

Total experiment with all replications occupies 0.6 hectares
Plot size 7x7 meters (Berzsenyi, Gyrffy & Lap, 2000)

Seven crop 

sequences

Five randomised 
fertiliser treatments

Four replications

Fig. 6. Small sample size as applied in agriculture.
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obtained to other significantly different environments is required,
then replications of the entire exercise must be conducted to es-
tablish its validity across that range.

Thus while the individual experimental units may be small, the
number of replications that might be involved means that overall
research exercise to test the validity of a single hypothesis, and to
then extend it over a meaningful range of environments may be ex-
tremely large. Thus it must be stressed that the ‘small sample’
required by Fisher’s principles applies to the individual experimen-
tal unit, and not to the overall research exercise that may be required
to adequately test any specific hypothesis. It therefore does not
equate in any way to a social scientific ‘free lunch’.

8. Applying Fisher’s principles to marketing: an example

In order to demonstrate the application of Fisher’s principles to
marketing research, a recent publication in the nutrition litera-
ture will be used (Hamlin and McNeill, 2016). This research sought
to test whether the recently introduced Australasian Health Star
Rating System (HSR) had any impact upon consumer choice. This
front of pack (FoP) nutritional information labelling system had been
introduced across Australasia at a cost of several million dollars, with
no prior consumer testing.

The first task was to refine the research hypotheses; minimising
them so that a contribution to knowledge could be made by ap-
plying the most efficient experimental design to the smallest possible
sample size. The untested introduction of this system implied an
assumption on the part of those introducing it that the 0.5 to 5 star
rating displayed by the system would have a significant impact upon
consumer choice at the point of sale ‘ceteris paribus’, and that that
impact would also be significantly correlated to the number of stars
displayed (0.5 stars-negative to 5.0 stars-positive). The lack of a seg-
mentation or targeting strategy for the system indicated that it was
also assumed that the system would impact upon all consumers and
all products equally.

The presence of the second assumption allowed the research-
ers to make a general contribution by applying a very narrow test
to the first assumption under a single very highly specific set of con-
ditions. The research hypotheses were therefore defined as:

H1. The HSR FoP label would significantly influence consumer choice.

H2. The HSR FoP labels’ impact upon consumer choice would be
moderated by variations in the 0.5–5 star rating expressed by the
label.

And were tested for the single case of high and low nutritional
value muesli products. The smallest and simplest experimental unit
that could be used to test these hypotheses was identified as a 2
product (high/low nutritional status) × 2 HSR label (present/
absent) full factorial with two internal replications in each cell, each
containing 50 consumer choice observations (Fig. 8). H1 would be
supported by the presence of a main effect for the label treat-
ments, and H2 would be supported by the presence of a significant
interaction of the right type between products and labels. In a 2 × 2
factorial design the nature of any interaction can be uniquely es-
tablished by visual plotting. The dependent variable was unprompted
consumer choice, essential for an effective test of the label, but a
rarity in this area of research (Lachat and Tseng, 2013).

The use of a common comparator product as one pole of all the
choice tasks meant that each consumer recruited could undertake
two choice tasks without becoming aware of the purpose of the re-
search and thus prompted by it. This halved the required number

Ethnicity:  
differing 
cultural  
conditions 

Age: 
Differing 
frame of 
experience 

Education
Range:
Affects income, 
moderates 
impacts of age 
and ethnicity Income: 

Impacted 
by age and 
ethnicity 

Sample: Intercepted on exit from a 
supermarket. Qualified by having 
purchased cold breakfast cereal.

Commentary 
The sample will vary across all the four  
dimensions.  The two main ethnicities have 
significantly different cultures.  This cultural 
impact will be modified by the temporal 
context given by variations of age.   Education 
will vary widely across the sample, and will 
moderate the effects of both ethnicity and age, 
but is in turn predicated to an extent by them.   
Likewise income is primarily influenced by 
education and age, but is also related to 
ethnicity.   All will have an impact upon the 
sample’s  responses to research investigating 
attitudes and behaviour towards breakfast 
cereal.  Increasing sample size increases the 
chance of incorporating these variables and 
their impacts into any research - in addition to 
those environmental variables that are not 
identified. 

Fig. 7. Transposing the agricultural research environment to social sciences.

High nutrition value 
cereal product 

Low nutrition value 
cereal product 

Store 1
Store 2

Store 3
Store 4

Store 5
Store 6

‘2’
100

(2 x 50)
consumers

‘3’
100

(2x50) 
consumers

Star 
rating 

FoP label 
Control 

‘4’
100

(2x50) 
consumers

‘1’ 
100

(2x50)
consumers

Fig. 8. Experimental design.
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of consumers for each experiment from 400 to 200. The figure of
50 consumers per cell is a minimum that has been arrived at by
successfully (and unsuccessfully) applying research of exactly this
type for nearly 30 years – the minimum figure depends upon the
experimental design that is used. The two products were similar
cold cereal products that only differed markedly in their nutri-
tional status. The FoP label, when present, merely expressed that
status.

The prime factor that was kept stable was personal situation when
tested. Thus all consumers were intercepted on exit from a super-
market at which they had purchased cereal. Consumers exiting from
retail stores tend to vary considerably, depending upon the time of
day and the day of the week. Therefore in order to acquire as ho-
mogeneous a sample as possible, recruitment involved an incentive,
which when coupled with a short task, allowed a very short window
for each sample’s recruitment (typically 2–3 hours for a set of 200).
The individual 2 × 2 experimental design was replicated six times
in individual field environments that were as similar to each other
as could be achieved by the researchers. All samples were re-
cruited starting at 9.00 am the same day of the week, at six similar
branded retail stores in the same city in New Zealand. Every avail-
able site that matched the researcher’s criteria for similarity was
utilised.

The outcome of the exercise is summarised in the chart in Fig. 9.
The statistical analysis merely confirmed what is visually appar-
ent, namely that there was a significant (negative) main effect for
the labels, thus supporting H1, but that the interaction between the
high and low nutritional value products and their respective labels
was virtually non-existent, thus not supporting H2. This outcome
is perhaps not ‘rich’ in its volume, but it is certainly rich in its im-
plications. The results show that the FoP label was attended to, but
that it did not function in the way that its creators intended. The
number of stars presented by the FoP label had no effect on con-
sumer choice, thus rendering it effectively useless in this particular
environment.

This outcome is, within its very specific limits, highly robust. It
has a high degree of internal validity given its stability to internal
replication, this is a source of support that would not have been avail-
able had a single larger design been used with the same 1200
participant sample. It is thus hard to either challenge or attach any
other conclusion to the outcomes of this specific exercise due in no
small degree to its tight focus and simplicity. This is important when
a result is likely to be contentious.

The external validity (generalisability) of this research is not open
to challenge because it makes no claims to that end. However, the
very high demonstrated level of internal validity of the initial re-
search result creates a reliable basis for establishing the limits of

this finding’s applicability by further systematic replication and de-
velopment of the entire exercise. It is less likely that this solid basis
would have been available had the researchers attempted to achieve
a ‘generalisable’ result via a single exercise by introducing wide varia-
tions into the replications (different groups/stores/cities) or into the
individual experimental units (different products/labels/groups).

9. Small sample sizes, the role of replication, life science and
marketing theory

While the concept of quantifiable statistical risk within experi-
ments is well understood within marketing research its unavoidable
companion in life sciences, unquantifiable experimental environ-
mental uncertainty, is not. Environmental uncertainty can only be
reduced by care in design and execution and minimum sample sizes.
As techniques based upon parallel comparison represent a signif-
icant proportion of all published research in the marketing discipline,
the idea that the optimal sample size for an experimental exercise
may not be the largest that resources allow, but is in fact the small-
est that the most efficient that a tight hypothesis and an appropriate
methodology permits, is worthy of further dissemination.

A related observation is that if circumstances within research
situations involving these techniques do require a larger dataset,
then if Fisher’s principles are applied to the design, this increased
size is usually achieved by intra-study replication of smaller ex-
perimental patterns, which allows any environmental irregularities
impacting upon the larger design to be partitioned and analysed
either as sum of squares for replication, or by treating replication
as a true independent variable in the analysis of variance table. It
thus allows the stability, or otherwise, of the result within a spe-
cific environment to be effectively demonstrated within a single
exercise. It is important to appreciate that both of these outcomes
have significant value.

While this well-proven practice of intra-study replication is
common in agricultural research (e.g. Fig. 6), it is rare in pub-
lished academic marketing research (Uncles and Kwok, 2013a,
2013b), which means that marketing is deprived of potentially im-
portant insights from intra-study replications. The recent article
published by Kwon et al. (2017) in the European Journal of Mar-
keting that seeks to dismiss the value of intra-study replications on
the basis that they are not conducted by ‘independent’ research-
ers is a particular ominous development in this regard, that cannot
be reconciled with its routinely successful application in both com-
mercial and academic agricultural science over an extended time
period.

The use of small sample sizes in response to environmental varia-
tions also has a bearing on inter-study replication. The appreciation
of the uncertainty created by such environments led to a different
understanding of the role of inter-study replication within the ag-
ricultural and related life sciences. It was appreciated that in the
face of such variation a truly generalisable result might not be achiev-
able, and even if it was achieved, it might not be truly meaningful.
Thus, rather than requiring inter-study replication to confirm uni-
versal theoretical ‘truths’ via outcomes that were fully consistent
with the initial research, replication outcomes that were not con-
sistent with the initial work were appreciated to be valuable sources
of additional information. They indicated the possible environmen-
tal moderation of and limits to the ‘local truth’ of any initial result,
rather than an automatic damning of either the initial result or the
replication.

This observation has the capacity to inform the debate within
the marketing literature on the very low published rates of repli-
cation of both types within the discipline (Hubbard and Armstrong,
1994; Hubbard and Vetter, 1996; Kerr et al., 2016; Lehmann and
Bengart, 2016; Morrison et al., 2010; Park et al., 2015). Some of these
concerns have been expressed with exceeding bluntness. “As things
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Fig. 9. Experimental result.
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now stand, practitioners should be skeptical about using the results pub-
lished in marketing journals as hardly any of them have been successfully
replicated, teachers should ignore the findings until they receive support
via replications and researchers should put little stock in the out-
comes of one-shot studies” (Evanschitzky et al., 2007, p. 411).

The quote above, which has 175 citations at the time of writing,
inadvertently identifies a key issue with the philosophy of market-
ing science, namely that, given its working environment, it expects
too much from replication before it is considered to be “success-
ful”. ‘Success’ in replication does not require consistency of outcome,
but that an outcome, whatever its nature, is theoretically informa-
tive. One plausible and observable result of this unrealistic
expectation is a well-founded aversion to (fear of?) replication of
any type within marketing research, due to the unachievable the-
oretical expectations and potentially highly negative inter-researcher
implications that may be applied to some of its possible ‘unsuc-
cessful’ outcomes. Unachievable peer expectations lead to a failure
to publish ‘unsuccessful’ replication research, however, informa-
tive it may be. Failure to publish replication research in the current
world of academic performance metrics and elusive tenure rapidly
leads to a perfectly reasonable learned aversion to initiating it, either
as a stand-alone activity or as an integral part of any research
exercise.

Academic marketing can only achieve a degree of integrity by
adapting its theoretical expectations to a format that is consistent
with research outcomes that are practically achievable within its
environment through the use of these experimental tools and by
using small samples and routine intra and inter-study replication
to investigate the limits of such generalisations as can meaning-
fully be described as useful ‘local truths’. One sign that such an
approach is being adopted will be a rise in the number of replica-
tions that are reported in the literature. As there is no sign of this
occurring at present, with the already very low reported rate of rep-
lication actually declining (Evanschitzky et al., 2007), marketing
science is likely to continue to struggle to achieve the same level
of progress as those life science disciplines, such as agriculture that
currently apply a more pragmatic theoretical framework to re-
search undertaken in a similarly uncertain and unpredictable working
environment.
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